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From Arctic to Mediterranean

First Pan-European Progress Report

Preface
I wholeheartedly welcome this report and the support that the organisation has
expressed for our European target of a 50 % cut in road casualties by 2010.
In order to meet this ambitious target action must be taken across the board and no
stone left unturned to cut the number of road casualties: we need safer drivers, in
safer vehicles on safer roads.
Road-users have come together in many countries to take a long hard look at the roads;
whether it is through their motoring clubs, through the work of the road authorities
that are responsible for them, or through the efforts of vehicle manufacturers. This
report gives testimony to the usefulness of this sort of joint action.
As we look at the action needed over the next five years to achieve our goal, it is clear that Europe needs
a well-informed and factual debate about infrastructure. In this debate, we must look carefully at the newly
researched measures of risk on Europe’s roads. EuroRAP can make an important contribution to this debate
and I look forward to further cooperation.

Vice-President Jacques Barrot
European Commission

EuroRAP is an international not-for-profit association (AISBL) registered in Brussels. It was formed by European
motoring organisations and leading authorities to work together for improvements to the safety of Europe’s

www.eurorap.org

roads. EuroRAP is also supported by major motor manufacturers and is a sister programme to EuroNCAP which
crash tests new cars and awards them stars for safety. EuroRAP has over 30 members from nearly 20 countries.

Foreword
Almost all of us know someone who has been killed in a road crash. In the last
decade alone half a million Europeans have been killed on our roads, and every one
has families and friends. This reservoir of human suffering rarely surfaces in the
media – each personal tragedy is endured alone by the few involved.
Most serious accidents leading to death or serious injury have several contributory
factors. Putting any one of them right can prevent a crash with serious consequences.
EuroRAP is revealing hundreds of stretches of road across Europe where death and
serious injury is routine and predictable – and avoidable with changes to road design
and layout. It is also showing that leading authorities are making astonishingly
effective life saving improvements, sometimes for little more than the cost of safety fencing or the paint
required to improve road markings.
Aviation safety experts know that the best trained, most experienced pilots will always make mistakes. Aviation
safety systems are expected to stop the everyday mistakes of pilots from turning into tragedies.
As drivers, most of us fall well short of the standards expected of pilots. We need a road system designed for
ordinary human beings who make mistakes. Those who wilfully choose not to obey the rules of the road should
expect to be punished. But everyday human driving errors should not be punished by a death sentence. Roads
can be designed and laid out so that they do not invite mistakes and, when mistakes do happen, so that they
do not result in the high energy collisions that kill.
In 2001, pilot EuroRAP results were available for just four countries. Now, only a few years later, this report
describes work done or planned in nearly 20 countries – from Arctic to Mediterranean.
The openness with which most road authorities have made previously hidden accident data available to
EuroRAP should be applauded. In return, as road-users, we cannot expect every historic road design fault
to be corrected instantly – but we should expect coherent explanations of the priorities and programmes
that are being put in place to put right the high-risk roads on which large numbers are dying or suffering
crippling injuries.
Across Europe we need to put in place the discipline of systematic processes that measure the problem and
then employ known, effective engineering countermeasures. We need these systematic programmes on a
large scale – a ‘big fix’ – to make our roads safe.

John Dawson
EuroRAP Chairman

EuroRAP has received awards from:
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Why EuroRAP?

“

”

We need safer drivers, in safer
cars, on safer roads

In 2001, 50,000 people died on the roads of the EU25.
The EU set a target to halve the number of deaths on Europe’s roads by 2010. Most
member states have set national targets. New initiatives are essential if these targets
are to be met – let alone meet the more demanding “Vision Zero” aspirations of some
governments for the future.
Reducing road deaths means action on all three components of a safe road system – safer
drivers, in safer cars, on safer roads.
Vigorous initiatives are underway across Europe to improve driver behaviour with new
legislation, education and enforcement. Action is focused on seat-belt wearing, drinkdriving, speeding and driver licensing.
Vehicle safety standards soared following the arrival of EuroNCAP (European New Car
Assessment Programme). This programme introduced a consistent system of star rating
the crash protection standards provided by new cars. Just a few years ago, 2-star standards
were the norm. Now the public are offered 4 and 5-star cars. New research is showing
that the chance of being killed in a modern car is many times lower than in a car built 20
years ago.
But what of action on roads? Tens of thousands of lives and serious injuries can be
prevented every year by applying known safety improvements to detailed road layouts.
Road engineers, like vehicle engineers before EuroNCAP, are lagging well behind – often
by decades – in applying what they know from research should be done. Researchers have
innovations waiting to be put into practice.

“

EuroRAP provides an independent,
consistent system to measure the
safety of Europe’s roads – and
to track how quickly effective
improvements are
being implemented

”



But the public and their elected representatives do not yet understand the scale of the
contribution that better road layouts can make, or what practical action to call for.
EuroRAP has been developed with the technical advice of Europe’s best performing
road authorities and leading research laboratories. EuroRAP provides an independent,
consistent system to measure the safety of Europe’s roads and to track how quickly
effective improvements are being implemented.

National casualty reduction targets

Sweden

Following EuroNCAP, production line cars are safer than they have
ever been.








Now, faced with the stark reality that over 40,000 people still die in
traffic accidents on Europe’s roads each year, the spotlight is turning on
to roads in an effort to reduce fatal and serious injuries. Some experts
believe safer roads could reduce deaths by as much as 80 per cent over
the decades ahead.
Analysis of national road casualty reduction strategies shows that road
infrastructure improvements are expected to deliver the greatest
savings compared to improvements to vehicles, and driver and roaduser behaviour. This is particularly so in countries where, however
imperfectly, traffic law is already generally respected.

United Kingdom

5%
16%
44%

In the top three safest EuroRAP countries, improved roads are
expected to be the major source of future casualty reduction.

35%

Safer Roads

Safer Vehicles

Netherlands

Safer Behaviour





Other Measures (speed management, secondary
vehicle safety technology and enforcement)


Source: Derived from Koornstra et al. (2002). SUNflower: A comparative
study of the development of road safety in Sweden, the United Kingdom and
the Netherlands. SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research, Leidschendam,
Netherlands. Table 8.9, page 115.



Can EuroRAP make crashes survivable?

“

Safe drivers in 5-star cars on
5-star roads would work together
to protect life

”

Human survival in a collision depends on how well crash energy is absorbed. Uncushioned,
the human body cannot survive impacts above 40km/h. A good EuroNCAP star rating
means that some of the crash energy will be absorbed by the vehicle’s crumple zones and
airbags. If the vehicle also hits a crash barrier, the road infrastructure will absorb more of
the energy and make the crash survivable.

Lattix posts are designed to be forgiving in runoff collisions with roadside objects such as traffic
signs. Providing a stable support structure for even
the largest direction signs, on vehicle impact the
honeycomb aluminium lattice crumples, absorbing
the vehicle’s energy and cushioning the vehicle’s
occupants from the massive deceleration forces
that so often result in serious injury.
Lattix posts have proved highly successful in
Scandinavia, and have been installed at more
than 300 locations in the UK and Ireland.

Providing drivers and passengers obey the rules of the system and wear seat-belts, it is
the combined energy-absorbing capabilities of the car and the road that provides optimum
protection from the energies of impact. The car alone cannot protect its occupants much
above 70km/h. Even quite moderate speeds will seriously injure or kill unless both car and
road work together as a harmonious system to protect occupants from severe impacts. On
the racetrack, drivers can walk away from 300km/h crashes because the safety features
of the track and vehicle are designed to work together.
EuroNCAP demonstrates that well-designed crash protection can make family cars safer.
Similarly, EuroRAP is beginning to show how roads can be made safer, so that car and
road work together to protect life.

“

On the racetrack, drivers can
walk away from 300km/h crashes
because the track and vehicle
work together



”

A quarter of all fatal or serious injuries happen
in side impact collisions. In an impact without a
head-protecting airbag, a driver’s head can hit
the car with enough force to cause a fatal head
injury. A side impact airbag with head protection
makes this kind of crash survivable despite the
severity.

Can our roads be made safe?

EuroRAP aims to help prevent crashes and to make those that do happen survivable.
Although it is unlikely that absolute safety will ever be achieved, preventable deaths that
happen time and time again on the same roads must not be tolerated.

“

Around 1 in 500 driving
decisions can be wrong – and
the results can be tragic

In the past, because human error contributes to nearly every crash, road safety policy has
been focused on “fixing the driver”. Many drivers are foolish or inexperienced so driver
training and education programmes – for example, on wearing seat-belts – are crucial.
Some drivers behave with criminal disregard for the safety of others and should expect
tough policing and tough penalties.

”

However, most crashes happen when ordinary people make mistakes – around 1 in 500
driving decisions can be wrong and the results can be tragic. Responsible, law-abiding
drivers frequently die on Europe’s roads because they unexpectedly face a momentary
situation with which they cannot cope. Drivers might also experience a brief lapse in
concentration, but they should not pay for this with their lives. Safe roads minimise the
chance of these situations arising, and if they do occur, they minimise the severity of
the crash.
Protecting against human error is well understood in rail, aviation and workplace safety.
Unfortunately, this is not the case with roads.
EuroRAP’s model for reducing death and injury aligns closely with Sweden’s “Vision Zero”
and the Dutch “self-explaining road”. It is based on roads and vehicles that have forgiving
designs so that when a crash does happen, both road and vehicle work together to
cushion against injury.

“

EuroRAP’s model is aligned with
those seeking self-explaining and
forgiving roads

”



Deaths and serious injuries on Europe’s roads
Just four types of accidents across Europe account for most crashes resulting in the disabling injuries or death that destroy lives. These
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 - Deaths and serious injuries on Europe’s roads
1. Head-on collisions

On single carriageway roads the risk grows
rapidly as traffic flows increase.
In Sweden, programmes of safety fences
along the centre of single carriageways now
prevent collisions with oncoming vehicles.

2. Collisions with unfenced

Thousands die each year on Europe’s roads

objects at the side of the

for want of affordable safety fencing. In

road (run-off crashes)

Germany, 1,600 people die each year after
hitting trees, as do over 800 in France. In
the UK, 500 die colliding with objects close
to the roadside.

3. Side impacts at junctions

These brutal accidents are often fatal
because people are unavoidably seated
close to the side of the car where it provides
least protection.
Traffic lights on a high-speed road have
risk

of

death

built-in.

Well-designed

roundabouts are safer because vehicles
are slowed and turned on approach and
collisions become glancing blows.

4. Collisions involving
pedestrians/cyclists

Pedestrians do not survive if struck by a
vehicle at above 40km/h.
Drivers must be persuaded to obey
speed

limits.

Vehicle

manufacturers

must make less aggressive car fronts.
Road engineers must separate vehicles
from pedestrians more effectively in builtup areas.
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Practical ways to save lives
Analysing crash types provides insight into the best ways to save lives. For example, good motorways separate lanes of opposing traffic
with a median barrier, have wide shoulders, few intersections and barriers around roadside hazards, making the risk of a driver being killed
much lower than on a single carriageway.
From a review of UK data by EuroRAP, Table 2 illustrates how specific improvements to road design can reduce the risk that a particular
type of crash will occur or lead to injury. International research of this type is at the heart of how EuroRAP is now Star Rating road design
for the protection offered when a crash does occur.
Table 2 shows estimated reductions in the four main accident types that have been reported from simple, affordable, and well-designed
engineering and enforcement measures applied in the right place. EuroRAP research is currently looking at the available international data.

Table 2 - Practical ways to save lives
Potential reductions (%) in various crash types*
Crash type

Head–on
collisions
		
		
Treatment

Collisions with
Side impacts
unfenced objects
at junctions
at the side		
of the road		

Collisions
involving
pedestrians/
cyclists

Anti-skid surfaces

30-65	

30-65	

30-65	

30-65

Road markings

30-35	

30-35	

30-35	

30-35

Signing

30-40

30-40

30-40

30-40

Lighting

10-30

10-30

10-30

10-30

Median separation

70		

20

Roundabout schemes			

40-75

Signal schemes			

35-75	

Sheltered turning lanes			

50-80

Split-level junctions on 			
dual carriageways 			

60

35-75

Pedestrian guard rails				

40-45

Pedestrian crossings				

35-85

Pedestrian refuges				

30

Cycle schemes				

60

Urban road alignment 				
schemes				

50-70

Red light cameras			

10

10

Speed cameras

10

10

10

10

Source: Derived from Gorell & Tootill (2001). Monitoring Local Authority Road Safety Schemes using MOLASSES. TRL Limited, Crowthorne, UK; Lynam &
Lawson (2005). Potential for risk reductions on British inter-urban major roads. Traffic Engineering and Control, November 2005, vol 46, No 10, pp358361.; Proctor et al. (2001). Practical Road Safety Auditing. Thomas Telford.
* Assumed dominant accident type. Variance in potential reductions reflects difference for schemes in urban and rural areas.
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EuroRAP’s international protocols

“

iRAP has been created so the
EuroRAP protocols can be applied
consistently anywhere in the world

“

”

Table 3 – EuroRAP’s three protocols

Risk Rate Mapping

Colour-coded maps showing the risk of
death and serious injury that road-users
face on different roads with extra mapping
for road authorities.

Performance Tracking

Identifying whether fewer people are being
killed or seriously injured on a road over
time and identifying the countermeasures
that are most effective.

Star Rating

A Star Rating showing how well a road
protects road-users if a crash occurs.

EuroRAP has also helped create a new international organisation, iRAP (International
Road Assessment Programme), so that these protocols and other guidelines can be
applied consistently anywhere in the world.

A team of international safety
experts are preparing guidelines on
countermeasures to tackle
risky roads

12

EuroRAP provides three protocols that can be applied to any country.

”

All these protocols are now being prepared to ISO quality standards.
In addition, a team of international safety experts are preparing a best practice document
to provide guidelines on how to design countermeasures to tackle risky roads.

How does EuroRAP map risk rates?

EuroRAP’s first protocol is Risk Mapping, based on real accident and traffic flow data. Risk
maps illustrate a road’s safety performance by measuring and mapping the rate at which
people are involved in collisions that result in death or serious injury. Different maps can
be produced to show different aspects of safety performance and to support messages
aimed at particular audiences.

“

A typical EuroRAP road section
has as many deaths and serious
injuries as a major rail crash

”

Maps make it easy to identify the safest and most dangerous road sections within a region
or country and, by comparing maps for different countries, enable European comparisons
of safety performance.

Road sections
A typical EuroRAP road section is 20 kilometres long with 20 deaths and serious injuries
in just 3 years – as much as a major rail crash. Sections are defined to be meaningful
and distinct to road-users (for example start and end at identifiable locations), and have
broadly similar characteristics (such as single lane or dual carriageway) over their entire
length. European countries like Britain, Spain, France, Germany, Italy, and Sweden will
have around 1,000 road sections in their EuroRAP networks.
For further information see the EuroRAP Technical Reports listed on page 54, available
at www.eurorap.org.

Colour bandings
Road sections are allocated into one of five colour-coded categories indicating their level
of accident risk. To ensure that the colours used within the maps convey the information
well, an improved colour-coding system has recently been developed. All new EuroRAP
maps will be standardised to the new colour-coding shown below.

Table 4 – Colours used in risk bandings

Existing Colours

Risk Rating

New colours

Low
Low-Medium
Medium
Medium-High
High

“

Maps make it easy to identify
the safest and most dangerous
road sections within a region
or country

”
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Measures of risk

“

The public are interested in the
risk to them and their families as
individuals

”

Individual risk
The public are most interested in their risk on the road as individuals. Based on real
accident and traffic flow data, EuroRAP shows a road’s safety performance by measuring
and mapping the rate at which people are being killed and seriously injured.
For example, if over three years:

• 30 people are killed and seriously injured on a 30 kilometre stretch of motorway
carrying 100,000 vehicles a day, and

• 30 people are also killed and seriously injured on a 30 kilometre stretch of single
carriageway carrying 10,000 vehicles per day

• then the risk to the individual is 10 times greater on the single carriageway.
Accident rates per kilometre travelled on a road can show the likelihood of a particular
type of road-user being involved in an accident. Their main purpose is to inform the roaduser how and where their behaviour needs to be modified to minimise risk and, in doing
so, enable them to recognise the sources of risk on different types of road.

Community risk
EuroRAP also produces maps targeted at road authorities. Community risk maps show
the density, or total number, of accidents on a road over a given length. Risk rates shown
in the maps are the result of the interaction between all elements of the road system –
road-users, vehicles and roads. Community risk can be mapped in three different ways:

• Accident density – showing accident rates per kilometre of road, illustrating where the
highest and lowest numbers of accidents occur within a network.

• Accident rate in relation to similar roads – comparing the accident rate of similar
roads with similar traffic flows, illustrating which road sections have a higher risk
rate. Four separate road groups are considered – motorways, main roads with daily
traffic flows below 10,000 vehicles per day, main roads with daily traffic flow between
10,000 and 20,000 vehicles per day, and main roads with daily traffic flow over
20,000 vehicles per day.

“

• Potential for accident reduction – providing information on the number of accidents

EuroRAP can produce maps for
authorities showing the density
of accidents on a road, how they
perform against similar roads, and
the potential for cutting serious
accidents affordably

”
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that might be saved if accident rates of road sections, with risk above the average for
roads of a similar flow, were reduced to the average. This information can be the basis
for considering investment decisions, providing authorities and policy-makers with a
valuable tool for estimating the total number of accidents that could potentially be
avoided if safety on a road were improved. Used with cost information, this map can
indicate locations where the largest return on investment can be expected.

How is a road authority’s
performance tracked over time?
Few responsibilites that most authorities have are literally a matter of life and death – setting
and managing the road budget is one of them. EuroRAP can track, year by year, which highrisk roads are being improved (and which are not) and the measures that bring the greatest
improvement.

“

Few responsibilities that most
authorities have are literally a
matter of life or death – setting and
managing the road budget is one
of them

EuroRAP analysis shows that preventing death and serious injury on the road need be neither
expensive nor complex. Whilst it needs financial investment, it also requires discipline from
authorities:

”

• in engaging those with the right skills to measure where people are being routinely killed
or maimed;
• to apply the know remedies systematically; and
• to maintain roads properly.
Results from performance tracking have shown that the application of simple engineering
measures continues to pay the highest dividends in reducing death and serious injury.
However, EuroRAP research also suggests that while some authorities are active in evaluating
the benefits of their safety schemes, others do not seem to be aware that the often minor
measures they have implemented have saved a large number of lives.
The EuroRAP process of tracking the perfomance of road sections over time has several
stages:
• data is initially analysed to identify road sections which have shown a reduction in the
number of collisions over time and those where there has been little or no change;
• data for individual years is then checked to assess consistency of the patterns; and
• finally, highway authorities are asked for information on remedial, enforcement or
education measures that have been implemented that might explain the reduction in
accidents.
EuroRAP has published results tracking safety performance and road improvements in
Britain in 2003, 2004 and 2005. As well as showing road sections where there has been
a reduction in serious collisions over time, the British programme has also identified highrisk sections where there has been little or no change in accident numbers. More recently,
the analysis has been extended to include tracking of road sections where there is a high
incidence of motorcycle involvement in fatal and serious collisions.
Performance tracking is now being undertaken as part of the national programmes in Austria,
Ireland, Italy and Spain.

“

Some authorities do not
seem aware that minor engineering
measures are saving many lives

”
15

International benchmarking

An important part of the programme is benchmarking – identifying and understanding differences in accident risk between countries.
Standardisation of EuroRAP methodology enables such comparisons to be made.
In Britain and the Netherlands motorways perform substantially better than ordinary divided (dual carriageway) roads, whereas in Sweden
and Spain the differences are less marked. Standard two-lane (single carriageway – one lane in each direction) roads perform much less
well compared with motorways in all countries, especially in Britain and the Republic of Ireland.
The graphs below show the fatal collision rates per billion vehicle kilometres for different types of roads.
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Fatal collision rates on Spanish motorways
are five times that of the Republic of Ireland,
and seven times that of the Netherlands
and Sweden, the countries with the bestperforming motorways. This is due in part to
the greater variation in Spanish motorway
standards and poor seat-belt usage.
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With the exception of Spain, fatal collision
rates are at least twice that of motorways in
all countries surveyed. This rises to four times
in Northern Ireland and the Netherlands.
Surface-level junctions on dual carriageways
explain much of this difference.
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Single carriageways have the highest fatal
collision rate in all countries surveyed, being
around five times that seen on motorways
and twice that of dual carriageways. All
countries show great variation in risk rates
on different single carriageway roads with
different standards of safety detailing.

International benchmarking
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Source: CARE (Community Road Accident Database) 2005 (http://europa.eu.int/comm/transport/care); OECD Factbook 2005, Economic, Environmental
and Social Statistics.

In every country in Europe, the risks of dying on the road are unacceptable. The risk of death or crippling injury varies widely country by
country. The risk is lowest in Sweden, the Netherlands and Britain and nearly three times higher in the EU accession countries where
mass motorisation is under way. The risk is lowest in Sweden, the Netherlands and Britain, and nearly three times higher in Belgium,
the Czech Republic, Slovenia and Croatia.
The overall risk of death is determined by the way people drive, the vehicles they drive and the roads they drive on. But the risk of dying
can also vary very widely between different regions in the same country – and a key factor is the differing safety detailing of the road
infrastructure which road-users must use. EuroRAP is now providing new measurements across Europe to show how widely the safety
performance of roads vary.

Countermeasures - what you get for m10 million

Today’s road planners need to consider new options in saving lives. New choices are emerging to traditional road schemes which can be
bought in large, efficient quantities. There are many circumstances where upgrading the safety performance of a road will not only save more
lives but also give higher economic returns. The graph above, from a Swedish study, shows what can be bought for m10m – approximately
the sum spent in rail safety to save one life. Many road engineers say they can save a life for under m100,000 on the roads.
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How is a road’s Star Rating assessed?

“

Like EuroNCAP star rating for cars,
EuroRAP’s Star Rating shows how
well a road would protect if a crash
occurred – not how likely a crash is

”

EuroRAP’s second protocol is the Road Protection Score (RPS), a scale for star rating roads
for how well they protect the user from death or disabling injury when a crash occurs. The
aim of the assessment is to evaluate the safety that is ‘built in’ to the road through its
design, in combination with the way traffic is managed on it.
Data on road design and the standard of a road’s safety features is collected by drivethrough inspections in specially equipped vehicles. Trained inspectors assess and score
each road’s safety features and hazards, either in real time (as the road is driven), or later
from video images captured along the route. This standard inspection formula can be used
on a variety of road types and allows roads across Europe to be assessed and compared on
the same basis. EuroRAP’s Star Rating differs from normal road safety audits in that the aim
is to assess the general standard of a route not identify individual blackspots.

Road elements can be recorded quickly and
easily using the specially designed EuroRAP
digitising tablet

The RPS is a new scale which will be continuously improved as the evidence builds – the
current pathfinding programme of road inspections and Star Rating already includes 8
countries globally.
Road authorities across Europe currently have different views about the technical importance
of a road’s Star Rating. In several countries, authorities and motoring organisations are
engaged in significant research and discussion on road protection standards and their
relationship to speed limits or road engineering standards.
The Star Rating tends to be regarded as more important in countries and regions where
accidents are sparse and patterns random. In these countries the location of the last
accident is no guide to the next – one unprotected tree out of hundreds is no more likely to
be struck than any other. But in other countries accidents are regrettably so frequent that
the information from accident records and site studies alone allows identification of priorities
and the treatment needed.

“

The Star Rating is based on how
well a road protects its users from
the four main crash types that kill

18

”

As the evidence base grows, the relative contribution of EuroRAP’s protocols in helping
generate priorities and countermeasures in different circumstances will become clear.
Whatever the immediate priorities for action, in future, road design and layout should
neither invite human mistakes nor allow the consequences of a mistake to be fatal. Safe
roads mean roads which are both “self-explaining” and “forgiving”.

How is a road’s Star Rating assessed?

The Star Rating scoring system is based on a schedule of detailed road design elements
that correspond to each of the four main crash types that kill and maim on Europe’s roads.
A road’s Star Rating combines each of these four elements.
1. Head-on Crashes: measures of how well traffic lanes are separated
2. Run-off Crashes: checks for roadside protection (for example, safety fencing protecting
rigid poles, lampposts and trees)
3. Junction Crashes: checks for junction layout and frequency

The Star Rating system includes
measures of how well traffic lanes
are separated

4. Pedestrians and Cyclists: checks for facilities and separation from vehicles where
vulnerable road-users are present
Motorways generally have crash protection features in harmony with the high speeds allowed.
The Star Rating results show motorways generally score well with a typical 4-star rating even
though their permitted speeds are the highest on the network. But results from Star Rating
research in Britain, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden have shown that there is a
pressing need to find better median, run-off and junction protection at reasonable cost on
single carriageway roads. These roads typically score 1 or 2-stars and safety standards can
be variable even on main national or regional routes. Even busy single carriageway roads
rarely have safe separation between opposing traffic streams and the margin for error for
vehicles running off the road is typically thin.

...checks for roadside protection

The process of Star Rating is encouraging the development of innovative engineering for
“forgiving roads”. The development of single carriageway main roads with central safety
fencing and regular provision for protected overtaking is being taken forward in Sweden,
Ireland and elsewhere. Lattix posts, which crumple on being struck, are entering national
road engineering standards. Safety fencing to prevent run-off accidents which is sufficiently
environmentally appealing, even for use in national parks, is being installed. The aspiration
of some engineers is to create design elements which together could lead to affordable 4star single carriageways on important main roads.
Road inspection programmes are well developed in Sweden and Germany, with the first
results launched in 2004. Programmes are now rolling out across Europe with developments
underway in Austria, Britain, Iceland, Ireland, Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland.

...checks for junction layout and
frequency

...and checks for facilities and separation from vehicles where vulnerable road-users are present
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Who will benefit?

“

Risk-aware road-users will be
more likely to understand road
safety risk and how it changes
as they move from road section
to road section

”

Road-users, road authorities, and road planners and engineers all stand to benefit from the
work being undertaken by EuroRAP.

Road-users
As EuroRAP’s results are promoted, road-users will come to understand road safety risk and
how it changes as they turn on to different standards and types of road. Risk-aware roadusers will be more likely to adapt their driving to reduce their risk of an accident. Informed
road-users will also be better able to understand and respect the reasons for traffic laws and
speed limits that reflect the risk of being killed or seriously injured. They will want action to
see roads made safer.

Road authorities, planners and engineers

“

People who are responsible for, and work with, roads will know from EuroRAP benchmarking
how well their roads are performing overall compared with those in other authorities, in both
their own, and other countries Europe-wide.

EuroRAP helps road authorities,
planners and engineers to know
how well their roads are performing
compared with other authorities
and countries
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”

EuroRAP will help them track how standards are rising and how quickly best practice is
being implemented. EuroRAP will focus on the impact of Route and Mass Action Safety
Programmes, such as safety fencing, that can quickly be implemented without special skills.
It will help authorities, planners and engineers identify priorities for action and investment
on existing roads and new routes.

What lessons have been learnt?

The key lesson from EuroRAP is that targeting deaths means targeting major single
carriageway roads where death and serious injury are concentrated. Some 60 per cent of
road deaths in Europe occur outside built-up areas of towns and cities, mainly on major
arterial single carriageway two-way roads.

“

Targeting deaths means
targeting major single
carriageways

”

The highest risk single carriageway roads
have an accident rate more than 10 times
those of motorways

The good news from EuroRAP is that, because most of Europe’s roads have lower than
average risk, it is possible to target very accurately the high-risk, low-safety roads that drag
the average down. EuroRAP research has found that, even in a country with a good safety
record (such as Britain), deaths could be slashed by around 20% by a programme which
achieved today’s average on all roads, saving about 200 lives and 1500 serious injuries each
year. This shows how much higher targets can be set to stop death and disabling injuries.
Paradoxically, it is Europe’s fastest roads that are its safest. Motorways have crash protection
matching their speed rating built into their design – hard shoulders, central and side crash
barriers, and split-level junctions.

Paradoxically, high-speed motorways
are Europe’s safest roads. Separating
opposing flows, fencing roadside objects,
and using split-level junctions reduces
opportunities for high-energy crashes.
Engineering discipline and innovation is
needed to apply these principles on every
road type, starting with the riskiest.

EuroRAP has found that the countries that invest in collecting and analysing detailed and
accurate data on crashes have the safest roads. Even so, the understanding at the top level
of how and which simple, affordable measures can save lives is not good – even in leading
authorities with high performance.

“

Countries that invest in
collecting and analysing accident
data have the safest roads

”
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Mass Action Safety Programmes – the “Big Fix”

For over 75 years, road researchers have shown that some detailed road layouts are many
times safer than others in preventing high-energy crashes from happening. Cheap and simple
measures like safety fencing can prevent fatal consequences when crashes do occur.
New roads are normally built to recent safety standards. Even simple single carriageway
roads built in the last quarter century can be expected to be at least twice as safe as the rest
of the network. But most of the road network is not new. “Mass Action Safety Programmes”
upgrade the safety detail repeatedly across a network or along a route to:
• provide ‘sheltered’ turning lanes
• place safety fencing around roadside objects close to the carriageway
Sheltered turning lanes protect
otherwise vulnerable road-users
from oncoming traffic

• install high skid-resistant surfacing and high-visibility markings on bends
• replace old T-junctions and crossroads on major routes with well-designed roundabouts
• put high visibility markings on minor accesses to high speed roads
• improve road alignments to reduce excessive speeds through villages
• replace surface level junctions on high-speed dual carriageways
These more forgiving designs have much lower risk of death and serious injury. The result is
more readable roads that reduce human error and cushion crash impacts.

In Sweden, radical schemes have
introduced new safety fencing down the
centre of single carriageway roads to
prevent head-on collisions

The scale of the opportunity from Mass Action is difficult to comprehend. Every decade,
there are around 500 million road crashes in Europe. Most crashes are minor bumps that
might give a momentary shock. But people will be hurt in 50 million crashes, and in 5 million
life changing, disabling injuries, or death, will occur. Engineering measures can be longlasting – 10, 20, or even 100 years can pass before another change is made.
Fortunately – in the sense that lives can be saved quickly and affordably – many crashes
are concentrated on old main routes that are not laid out to modern safety standards with
modern safety equipment. The cost of upgrading the safety of routes in a Mass Action Safety
Programme is far lower than piecemeal change.
For example, safety fencing can be 10 times cheaper to put in place in large scale along a
route instead of a token local improvement at the site of the most recent tragedy.
The impact that a “big fix” can have is not well understood by policy makers, the public,
or even road engineers. Over the coming decade, Mass Action has the potential to slash
European road casualties, but only if done systematically – giving priority to high-risk routes
on which people are being killed and seriously hurt in large numbers.

Road alignments can help to reduce
excessive speeds through villages
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EuroRAP progress to date
National reports
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EuroRAP progress to date – National reports
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In 2001, pilot EuroRAP results were
available for just four countries –
Britain, the Netherlands, Spain and
Sweden.
Now, only a few years later, this
report describes work done, in
hand, or planned in nearly 20
European countries – from Arctic to
Mediterranean.
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AUSTRIA
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

EuroRAP network:

National motorways (Autobahnen and Schnellstraßen)

EuroRAP road sections:

126 (latest data period 2001-2003)

Length of EuroRAP network:

2,050km (2% of network total)

Deaths /100k population:

11.5

Contribution of major accident types to
total on EuroRAP network:

Head-ons: 15%
Junctions: 19%

Year of EuroRAP membership:

2003

Narrow lanes on motorways
leave little room for error

Run-offs: 22%
Pedestrians/cyclists: 10%

• In January 2002 the Austrian Government introduced an extensive road safety
programme aimed at reducing road accident fatalities by 50% and injury

Head-on collisions are common on
roads with narrow lanes and
no central barrier

accidents by 20% by the year 2010.

Austria

• The Austrian EuroRAP programme is regarded as an important and strategic
road safety research project by the Government and receives funding from the
Austrian road safety fund.

• While the number of road deaths has shown a noticeable downward trend
since 1990, the number of injuries and accidents has increased.

Steel central barriers on motorways
separate traffic and prevent high
speed head-on collisions

• On Austrian roads, car occupants account for 55% of all fatalities, pedestrians
17%, motorcyclists and their passengers 9%, and cyclists 8%.

• Nearly 60% of road accident fatalities are reported on rural, inter-urban main
roads.
• In comparison, motorways are 5-7 times safer.

Partners

Performance Tracking
Performance tracking will be
introduced into the next stage of
the Austrian EuroRAP programme
with the first results due to be
released in 2006.
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Concrete median barriers on motorways
are becoming a common sight in Austria

Rural main roads present the highest risk

The first results from the national

Risk Mapping
The first EuroRAP risk map for the

programme were launched in Vienna

A key target in the development

in March 2005.

Austrian

and growth of the Austrian EuroRAP

published in March 2005, marking the

programme is to establish an annual

first time that detailed risk analysis had

programme of updating and publishing

been undertaken.

The

press

conference

attracted

huge interest with speakers from the
motoring club, Government and road

Risk Mapping information for the Austrian

motorway

network

was

The map above illustrates the risk to

authorities. A good media response

motorway network.

followed with extensive coverage

Pilot projects for Risk Mapping of the

throughout

number of fatal and serious accidents

regional road networks are planned.

per billion vehicle kilometres.

Negotiations are currently underway

Road

with all federal Governments for the

Coverage achieved 600,000 person

the map as an important source of

provision of road, traffic and accident

contacts through TV, 3.5 million

information on which to target priorities

data, although co-operation is proving

through radio, 2 million through the

for action on these localised problem

difficult.

zones. Of particular importance are the

national

newspapers,

television and radio stations, and
online.

ÖAMTC member magazine, and a

the individual road user in terms of the

authorities

are

now

using

application of median barriers, design

total of 20 articles in publications
reaching 8 million copies.

Austria

Extending the
Programme

Communications

of road tunnels and the improvement

Star Rating Roads
Pilot work on a programme of Star
Rating is planned for later in 2005
using the ADAC Straßentest vehicle.
In order to gain a representative picture
of Austrian roads, inspections will be
undertaken on both the motorway and
rural road network.

of road safety in road work zones.
The Austrian maps have yet to be
standardised to enable comparisons
with

other

European

countries.

When standardised the risk of death
and serious injury on the Austrian
EuroRAP network will appear similar
to that of Spain.

Results are expected to be published
in 2007.
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FINLAND
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

• Autoliitto became a member of EuroRAP in 2003.
• Finland is amongst the top countries in the world in terms of road safety
standards and performance.
• Road safety has been an issue for over 30 years. In this time the number of
fatalities has reduced from over 1,000 to around 400 per year. Over 8,000 are
injured in traffic-related accidents every year.
• Of the Finnish provinces, Lapland has the fewest fatalities, followed by Oulu,
Eastern Finland, and Southern Finland. Western Finland has the highest.
• The main roads in Finland account for 62% of traffic flow but only 17% of the
total network length.

Amongst car occupants around 90% of
fatalities and 60% of injuries occur outside
built-up areas

• Amongst car occupants almost 90% of fatalities and 60% of injuries occur
outside built-up areas.
• Amongst pedestrians and cyclists 50% of fatalities and 90% of injuries occur in
built-up areas.

Finland

• Cycling is heavily endorsed by the Government’s road safety programme. Finland
has a total of 12,000km of bicycle and pedestrian ways, expanding by around
100km annually.
• Around 43% of fatalities on the main road network are the result of head-on
collisions, 75% of which occur on main roads in sparsely populated areas.
Running off the road is the most significant cause of traffic fatalities on other
public roads.

Head-ons are common on main
roads in sparsely populated areas

• The aim of the Finnish Road Safety Programme is to create the right conditions
for a continuous improvement of the transport system, with the long-term goal
being Vision Zero. Until this is realised an intermediate target of no more than
250 deaths in 2010 and 100 per year by 2025 has been set.
• To achieve this goal, special attention is being paid to creating ‘softer’ traffic
environments, with the installation of roundabouts and grade-separated
junctions, roadside barriers, enhanced road lighting, revision of speed limits,
speed cameras, well-designed slip roads and bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

Partners

Star Rating Roads
Led by the Finnish Road
Administration (FINNRA), supported
by the motoring club Autoliitto, pilot
testing for a national Star Rating
programme conducted to the
EuroRAP Star Rating protocol was
completed in December 2004.
Using the specially equipped Toyota
Hiace vehicle operated in the
Swedish Star Rating programme,
initial inspections covered 150
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Weather conditions in Finland can
make rural roads treacherous

kilometres of the main road network
in and around Helsinki.

Hans Peter Halouska, Secretary General, ÖAMTC
“As the number of countries working together using a common,
universally understood system of measuring risk on our roads expands,
so too has public awareness and professional understanding and
the transfer of best practice. EuroRAP, with the media attention it
commands, is beginning to bridge the gulf between professionals and
public. This is most marked in the quality of informed discussion by
elected representatives on how to tackle death on the roads in the
countries where EuroRAP has published results.”

Christian Gerondeau, President, FFAC, France
“Efforts to improve driver behaviour must be continued, just as the
safety of vehicle technology has done. But in the long run improvements
to the road network will comprise the most important layer of road
safety.”

Dr Erhard Oehm, Vice President, ADAC, Germany
“We should assume that motorists make mistakes even when driving
carefully. The only thing that is important is whether these mistakes lead
to serious incidents or whether their consequences can be lessened by
more intelligent road design.”

Bert Morris, Director, The AA Motoring Trust, UK
“The AA Motoring Trust has been publishing EuroRAP maps for Britain
since 2002. This has been achieved through effective partnerships
between the AA Trust, UK national and regional road authorities, and
the TRL. Building on this mutual trust, the British Government’s national
road authorities will be co-funding with the AA Trust the UK’s first Road
Protection Score surveys in a m300,000 project in 2006-07.”

Franco Lucchesi, President, ACI, Italy
“According to road accident statistics and fatalities, road traffic is more
dangerous on roads outside built-up areas. Moreover, road accidents are
often concentrated on some road sections. Major improvements have
been made to the safety level of vehicles. However, similar improvements
have yet to be made in road infrastructure. To increase traffic safety
it is necessary, now, to raise awareness of the need for better road
infrastructure and invest in the right measures in the right places.”
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FRANCE
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

• FFAC (Fédération Française des Automobile-Clubs et des Usagers de la Route)
became members of EuroRAP in 2003.
• France’s road casualty record has been disturbing with numbers killed and
seriously injured significantly higher than in most neighbouring countries.
• Despite an improvement in annual road deaths from the 16,000 recorded in the
early 1970’s, over 100,000 people lost their lives in the decade 1990-2000.
• France has one of the densest road networks in Europe but a traffic flow lower
than the European average. Its rurality makes the country one of the most car
dependent in Europe with 82% of the kilometres travelled done so by car.

800 people die in France annually
striking unfenced trees

• Tackling road casualties is a political priority. In his July 2002 Bastille Day
address, the President of the Republic made the fight against road accidents a
national project.
• The National Road Safety Policy was initiated in September 2002 with the aim
of reducing road deaths to below 5,000 annually.
• Road deaths reduced quickly as the public perceived that traffic law would be
enforced – with a reduction of 10% in 2002, 21% in 2003, and 10% in 2004.

France

• In October 2003, ahead of a major EuroRAP conference in Paris, the President
of the Republic said “We owe the French people the truth about where road
accidents occur. They must know the most dangerous places to adapt their
behaviour”.

Wooden clad box fencing can protect against
run-off accidents in areas of outstanding
natural beauty

• The Government’s Interdepartmental Committee on Road Safety has requested
that France join the EuroRAP programme.

Partners

Protecting Motorcyclists

2+1 road without physical separation

A major initiative in France has been the
implementation of innovative solutions
for the design of crash barriers in order to
protect motorcyclists.
Figures show that in the mid 1990s
accidents involving motorcyclists hitting
metal crash barriers, of the type typically
used throughout the world, account for
63 deaths every year, or 8% of all fatal
accidents involving a motorcyclist. This
figure rises to 13% on rural roads.
As a result of the recognition that different

France has successful Mass Action
Programmes installing roundabouts.
But frequent Police enforcement is
needed here - poor deflection on the
approach means low entry speeds are
not self-enforcing and brutal side
impacts become inevitable

design approaches were needed for cars
and motorcyclists, France introduced a
Mass Action Programme involving the
installation of ‘motorcycle-friendly crash
barriers’. Since the early 1980s metal
plates have been fixed under barriers
to prevent contact with the posts. More

The ‘Moto.tub’ barrier increases
cushioning for dismounted motorcyclists

recently foam tubing has been a common
sight along many bends and motorway
slip roads, to cushion the impact in the
event of a collision.
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Plastic marker posts can physically
reinforce driver observance of
central medians

Risk Mapping
Accident statistics, and behavioural
indicators such as seat-belt use,
speeding

and

drink

driving,

are

published promptly in France and are
used in dialogue with the public.
In 2004, technical and administrative
issues prevented the Ministry making
accident data and traffic flow available
to EuroRAP following the President’s
commitment to risk mapping. This
led to comment in Parliament and
media, and the Ministry of Transport
responded by releasing risk maps
prepared internally.
The Ministry’s risk mapping network
covers 37,000 kilometres of the
national road and motorway network
for the period 1998-2000. The maps
account for 40% of traffic flow and
25% of fatal and serious accidents.
Updated maps for the period 20002002 were published in July 2005.
These maps echo the style of EuroRAP’s
international protocols but do not use
definitions at this stage that enable
detailed international benchmarking.

France

Following the pattern seen in other
countries,

the

first

map

shown

opposite – which measures the risk to
individual road-users expressed as risk
per billion vehicle kilometres travelled
– shows motorways to be four times

Extending the
Programme
The Ministry of Transport has told
EuroRAP that it wishes to see the
mapping of road accidents extend to
the complete main road network over
time and to address the technical

Performance Tracking
Significant programmes of safety
improvements to French roads are
visible to road-users and experts alike.
French road engineers frequently lead in
designing and implementing innovative
road detailing.

safer than main roads. Motorways had
an average risk rate of 12, compared
to 44 for national roads and 81 for
secondary roads.
The

second

map

takes

account

of road length only and illustrates
accident density. Whilst the number
of accidents occurring on a road is an

A comparison of the first French maps

indicator that is important and simple

for 1998-2000 and the updated

to comprehend, it is more a map of

information for 2000-2002 show a net

road traffic than risk on the roads – the

improvement. In 1998-2000, 11% of

The Ministry is supportive of developing

more traffic that uses a road, the more

the mapped network was rated in the

the informed dialogue between the

accidents will generally occur.

three least safe categories of risk as

authorities responsible for roads and

defined by the Ministry. This reduced to

their “customers”, the road-user. It

7% in the latest maps.

and administrative issues that have
prevented data compatibility and
availability thus far.

supports the use of more detailed
mapping as a way of helping manage
programmes for which different tiers
of Government are responsible.

Both maps use five risk rate bands
to illustrate the level of risk on the
network. These bandings and other

At this stage, without data compatibility,

statistical elements differ from other

the contribution of particular road

EuroRAP risk maps shown in this report

design features or the rate of French

which use EuroRAP’s standardised

progress cannot be benchmarked with

international protocols.

other countries by EuroRAP.
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GERMANY
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

EuroRAP network:

Motorways, national roads, federal state roads
(Autobahn, Bundesstraße, Landes-/Staatsstraße)

EuroRAP road sections:

2,424 (latest data period 2004)

Length of EuroRAP network:

Motorways: 6,210km (50% of all motorways)		
National roads: 1,570km (random sample)
Federal state roads: 395km (random sample)

Deaths /100k population:

8

Contribution of major accident types to
total outside built-up/urban areas:

Head-ons: 16%
Junctions: 19%

Year of EuroRAP membership:

2002

Crash barriers cushion the impact
and prevent rider contact
with the metal posts

Run-offs: 43%
Pedestrians/cyclists: 10%

• Germany has the fourth longest interstate system in the world following the
USA, China and Canada.

Roundabouts prevent brutal side impacts

Germany

• The German federal road safety policy ‘Programm für mehr Sicherheit im
Straßenverkehr’ (“Programme for more safety in road transport”) dates from
2001. The programme has no numerical targets, no target year and non-specific
general indicators.
• The number of road accidents leading to serious injury and the number of fatal
road accidents has steadily fallen.
• In Germany road safety audits are recommended for new roads. For existing roads,
regular checks are recommended and the identification of blackspots is done by
accident commissions.

Crossroads on single carriageways
invite side impact collisions

• The new ‘Recommendations for the Safety Analysis of Road Networks (ESN)’
have been applied to the motorway network and have already been included in
EuroRAP.
• The first results from ADAC’s programme of Star Rating showed that motorways
provide the greatest protection against death or serious injury once an accident
occurs. Despite this, some motorways are performing below average – requiring
optimisation of run-off protection, renewal of junctions and the lengthening of
acceleration lanes.
• In comparison, national and federal state roads provide lower protection,
needing improvements aimed at run-off accidents and collisions at junctions.

Partners

Short acceleration lanes leading straight
onto the carriageway are a hazard

Supporters

2+1 configurations are
used on single carriageways
in Germany
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Star Rating Roads
In August 2004, ADAC began the
biggest ever road testing programme
in Germany using EuroRAP’s Star
Rating protocol. The first step of the
test programme involved inspections
of the main motorways covering
6,000km, along with 2,000km of
randomly

selected

national

and

federal state roads (Bundes- and
Landestraße).
In the first results published, 70%
of all motorways inspected received
the highest rating of 4-stars. On the
national roads only 10% of routes
achieved 4-stars, 53% were awarded
3-stars and 37% were awarded
just 2-stars. Only 7% of the federal
state roads (Landestraße) inspected
received 4-stars.
The results show that inspections
provide

valuable

new

input

for

planners, authorities and road-users
to increase traffic safety and provide
knowledge of how and where to
improve road design.

Germany

The ADAC Straßentest will continue
to develop with the inclusion of single

Concise and high-quality publications
and

media

communication

carry

safety messages to the public and
professionals.

EuroRAP

results

in

Germany attract extensive national,
regional and local news coverage.
Results released in 2005 reached
20 million person contacts through
TV coverage, 7 million through radio,
19 million through the ADAC member
magazine Motorwelt, and a total of 69
articles in publications reaching 67
million copies.

carriageway roads where the highest

Extending the
Programme

Communications

risk of severe injuries exist.

Star Rating

Risk Mapping

Germany is a key contributor to the
ongoing development of the Star Rating
methodology and its field testing. Part of
this development involves the extension
of the methodology to include a greater
number of accident types, roadside
features and user groups (such as
motorcyclists

and

vulnerable

road-

In Germany, detailed accident data
is recorded by the Police. Due to the
federal structure the national statistics
provide detailed, but aggregated data.
Accident data for each German road
section

is

currently

not

available

users).

centrally, although some federal states

Dialogue

statistics unit.

One of the main aspects of EuroRAP is
to build an open communication platform
for road-users, planners and authorities.
The provision of risk data is the necessary
next step. The strategy for Risk Mapping
publication and the comparison of these
findings with results from Star Rating are
the main topics of discussion for the near
future. Communication with the public
and the use of EuroRAP information will
be assessed in parallel.

do collect this data in a central accident

In the future, risk maps and safety
potential maps will be provided in
Germany where possible, assuming
that the data needed to construct the
maps can be obtained for motorways
and national roads. Based on this
information, the Star Rating for these
routes will enable planners to identify
road sections where risk is high, and
where roadside measures could be
used to protect its users.
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GREAT BRITAIN
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

EuroRAP network:

Motorways, all national trunk roads & major local authority roads

EuroRAP road sections:

854 (latest data period 2001-2003)

Length of EuroRAP network:

22,462km (6% of network total)

Deaths /100k population:

6.1 (UK)

Contribution of major accident types to
total on EuroRAP network:

Head-ons: 14%
Junctions: 14%

Year of EuroRAP membership:

2002

Run-offs: 14%
Pedestrians/cyclists: 33%

Roundabouts manage energy well
– collisions are glancing blows

• Britain’s road safety record is one of the best in Europe.
• The national road safety target is to cut deaths and serious injuries by 40%
by the year 2010. Britain’s mid-term review of its safety strategy recognises
the role of EuroRAP as a contributor.

Barriers at bends protect against
run-off accidents

• If the standard of Britain’s roads were raised to just the average for each road
type, fatal and serious accidents could be reduced by 20%, saving about 200
lives and 1500 serious injuries every year.

Great Britain

• 1 in 6 deaths on British roads is a motorcyclist, yet they account for only 1% of
travel.
• The number of road sections rated high or medium-high risk has fallen by
51% since the first results were reported in 2002.
• Britain’s safest roads are motorways – on average four times safer than
single carriageways.

Rigid objects at the side of
the road need protection

Performance Tracking
In 2003 results of performance tracking were published for the first time,
showing roads that had improved and those where there had been little or no
change. Analysis showed that the average risk rate had reduced by 13% and
the number of sections in the higher risk categories by 30%. Consultation with
national and local road authorities highlighted engineering, enforcement and
education measures that worked.
In 2004, the downward trend in risk on Britain’s roads continued, with a 23%
reduction in the average risk rate, and a 47% reduction in the number of
sections categorised as high-risk. In 2005, the average risk rate had reduced
by 24% and the number of higher risk sections by 51%.
More recent results have included road specific information on accidents
involving motorcyclists. Results published in 2004 and 2005 showed how the
pattern of risk on high-speed rural roads can be distorted by bikers, in that
road sections where the contribution to risk from motorcyclists was highest
were typically rural-single carriageways, often in and around coastal areas and
national parks.

Partners
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Unprotected lampposts are
unforgiving when struck

Single white lines do not
prevent head-on accidents

Some junction layouts invite
brutal side impacts

Extending the
Programme
Motorcycles
The AA Trust risk analysis of fatal
and serious accidents involving
motorcyclists shows that not enough
is being done on Britain’s roads to
protect them. Whilst safety fencing
is a highly effective energy absorbing
restraint when struck by cars running
off the road, they can be brutal to the
bodies of motorcyclists.
The AA Trust plans to implement a
study of measures to define better
crash protection for bikers.
Lorries
Preliminary analysis of accidents
involving lorries shows that the rate of
death and serious injuries are highest
on high-speed motorways (even
though they are Britain’s safest roads
when all vehicles are considered).
Their contribution to risk on some
single carriageways is also very high.
The AA Trust is working closely with
the freight industry to investigate
what needs to be done.

Great Britain

Communications
Results have been published in
high profile launches annually since
2002, consistently receiving extensive
national, regional and local media
coverage, estimated to reach over 25
million person contacts through TV,
radio and print coverage.

Risk Mapping
Risk maps for Britain, showing the
number of fatal and serious accidents
per billion vehicle kilometres have
been published annually since 2002.
These cover over 800 sections of
main roads and motorways on the
EuroRAP network across England,
Scotland and Wales.
An updated risk map for the data
period 2002-2004 will be published
in March 2006.
In addition to being included in the
annual EuroRAP publication of results,
the risk map also features in the AA
Road Atlas, bringing information
directly to millions of road-users.
Surveys conducted with the motoring
public show that 42% of those
questioned are aware of EuroRAP
and its aims.

Star Rating Roads
A sample of roads in Britain were
among those inspected and star rated
as part of the development of the RPS
in 2001.
The AA Trust is now exploring cofunding opportunities for road
inspections in Britain, with pilot results
expected early in 2006 and full results
published in spring 2007.

Platforms have included London
conferences attended by over 200 road
engineers, authorities, academics,
police, and road safety organisations,
and a live crash test demonstration
showing the effects of a car hitting an
unprotected lamppost at the side of
the road.
Concise, high-quality publications and
media communication carry safety
messages to the public, professionals
and informed opinion.

The work will be jointly funded by the
AA Trust, the Highways Agency and
others.
It aims to research how the Star
Rating can be used to help national
and local authorities set priorities for
action and make their infrastructure
safety programmes more effective.
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ICELAND
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

• FIB (Félag íslenskra bifreidaeigenda) became a member of EuroRAP in 2004.
• On average around 24 people are killed and between 150-190 are seriously
injured in road accidents annually in Iceland. In total, around 8,000 road
accidents are reported each year.
• The Government published a traffic safety plan in 2003, with the aim of reducing
deaths and serious injuries by 40%.

Main roads with no median or
side barriers are common

• The main goal of the plan is to make Iceland a model society in road traffic safety
and raise awareness among the public that even one accident is too many.
• The quality of the road network in Iceland is far lower than most of Europe – due
both to the size of the country compared with its population, and the programme
of road construction which started much later than in Europe.
• Less than one-third of Iceland’s road network is paved. Laying asphalt on main
roads only started around 1970. Even those roads that are paved tend to be
narrow and lack a shoulder or margin.

Road barriers are rare,
even on newly-built roads

• FIB works to improve traffic safety with a variety of activities and in co-operation
with governmental and non-governmental organisations. EuroRAP is the biggest
road safety programme the FIB has undertaken.

Iceland

• The national programme will be managed by FIB in co-operation with the
Ministry of Transport, the Road Traffic Directorate and the Icelandic Public Road
Administration.

The majority of Iceland’s road
network is unpaved

Star Rating Roads
The Icelandic national programme

In

will begin in autumn 2005 with road

inspections will be conducted on

2006

it

is

estimated

that

inspections conducted around the

the 1,500 kilometres of main road

capital Reykjavik – having a high

around Iceland, along with high traffic

traffic flow and around 70% of the

roads in built-up areas and tourist

serious accidents on the network.

attractions.

Barriers should be designed
to protect against fatal or
serious injury

Mercedes-Benz have donated an
A-150 vehicle for the 2-year pilot
programme of road inspections.

Partners

Measures to protect vulnerable
road-users from fast-moving traffic
are effective, as this road in
Copenhagen shows

The Star Rating programme will
begin around roads in Reykjavik
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Arni Sigfusson, Chairman, FIB, Iceland

“EuroRAP provides a system and is an innovative way to reduce road casualties
in great numbers. In Iceland, vehicle safety, driver behaviour, and education is in
fairly good condition, but the road system is partly undeveloped. Therefore, we
believe that it is very important to learn from the experience of others and use
the EuroRAP system as an instrument to improve road safety.”

Eugene O’Connor, Head of Project Management and Engineering,
National Roads Authority, Ireland

“EuroRAP has allowed us to work in a very successful partnership with the
Roads Service in Northern Ireland and with the AA, and it has provided us with
information for the whole island of Ireland. Additionally, and most importantly,
it offers a consistent means of assessing and comparing the safety record
of the road networks in the participating European countries. By drawing
comparisons between the European countries participating in EuroRAP we have
the opportunity to establish areas of excellence and the scope to improve road
safety performance based on successful practices in the participating countries.”

Dr Malcom McKibbin, Chief Executive, Roads Service,
Department for Regional Development Northern Ireland

“In Northern Ireland in 2004 there were 147 fatalities, over 1,100 serious
injuries and nearly 8,000 slight injuries as a result of road traffic collisions. This
level of carnage on our roads is unacceptable. That is why road safety is a key
priority for Government in Northern Ireland and why Roads Service was pleased
to get involved in this unique pan-European road safety initiative. Developing
and building constructive and meaningful partnerships, is a key element of
our strategy to improve road safety and to deliver the outcomes in terms of
casualty reduction that society demands. There are already excellent working
relationships between the organisations charged with improving road safety in
Northern Ireland. EuroRAP develops this partnership working further, making the
link to the motoring organisations that represent many of the consumers who
use our road network. It has also given us the opportunity to connect with road
safety experts across Europe and other roads administrations within the EU.”

Guido van Woerkom, President and CEO, ANWB, Netherlands

“Road safety has a top priority within the ANWB. That is why we are very
proud to be among the founder members of EuroRAP which has grown into
an outstanding programme. With EuroRAP we will be able to show the general
public the safety quality of the road network they use. With the same insights
we will be able to start a positive debate with the authorities on how to
improve the safety quality where needed. The benchmarking and best practices
across Europe that EuroRAP will lay bare is going to help us learn from clever
solutions elsewhere and to export the experience that has been built up in the
Netherlands over the years.”

IRELAND
EuroRAP Factfile
EuroRAP network:

National road network (RoI)
Motorways and A class network (NI)

EuroRAP road sections:

387 (262 RoI; 125 NI) (latest data period 1998-2002)

Length of EuroRAP network:

Motorway: 269km (162km RoI; 107km NI)
Dual: 345km (216km RoI; 129km NI)
Single: 6,948km (5,022km RoI; 1,926km NI)

Deaths /100k population:

8.1 (UK including NI); 8.4 (RoI)

Year of EuroRAP membership:

2003 (RoI), 2004 (NI)

• The primary target of the Republic of Ireland (RoI) Road Safety Strategy is a
25% reduction in road fatalities by the end of 2006. In Northern Ireland (NI) the
target is a 33% reduction in the number of people killed or seriously injured each
year, and a 50% reduction in the number of children killed or seriously injured.

Road Design

The provision of a lane for turning
vehicles can reduce accidents

Gateways are used to indicate the
entrance to a village requiring lower
speeds and greater attentiveness

• The safety performance of the RoI and NI major road networks is about the
same – with the distribution of road sections in each of the risk bands not
differing significantly.

Ireland

• Each year, just under half of all road-traffic deaths occur on the EuroRAP
national road network of RoI. In NI, the EuroRAP network accounts for half of
all road traffic deaths.

Schemes on single carriageways
form a large proportion of
road safety remedial works

• The fatal collision rate of an average rural single carriageway national road in
the RoI is twice that of a dual carriageway with at-grade junctions, and 6 times
that of a motorway. In NI fatal collision rates of single carriageways is about
twice that of dual carriageways and about 6 times that of a motorway.
• On the national road network of the RoI approximately 2% of fatal collisions
occur on motorways, 7% on at-grade dual carriageways and 91% on single
carriageways.

The first 2+1 road with central
barrier has recently been
constructed in RoI

• In NI about 4% of fatal collisions on inter-urban routes occur on motorways,
13% on at-grade dual carriageways and 83% on single carriageways.

Partners

Fatal collision rates of single
carriageways are twice that of
dual carriageways

Clear visibility of the road ahead is
vital – both day and night
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Risk Mapping
A unique partnership between the
Republic of Ireland and Northern
Ireland resulted in the first risk map
for the complete island of Ireland.
Published in March 2005, the results
covered the data period from 1998
to 2002.
Due to low numbers of accidents
on Ireland’s roads, a 5-year study
period was used. In Northern Ireland,
collisions resulting in fatal and serious
injuries are used for assessment,
whilst figures for the Republic of
Ireland also includes minor injuries. A
mathematical adjustment ensures that
results are comparable.
A 5-year roads programme with over
e1 billion funding a year is currently
being undertaken in the Republic
of Ireland resulting in several road
alignments being substantially altered
during the period of the analysis.
Because of this rapid change in
infrastructure, schemes that were
constructed along a new alignment
were

omitted

from

the

analysis

Ireland

due to a lack of historical accident
information, whilst schemes that were

Extending the Programme

improved along the original alignment
were included.

The Republic of Ireland has been the first

implementation of a median wire rope

In addition to providing valuable

to estimate accident savings in terms of

safety barrier to separate oncoming

information for road-users, the risk

both numbers and costs that could be

vehicles, the provision of lanes for right-

map is currently being used as a tool

saved with the implementation of a 2+1

turning traffic, and the limitation of

by the National Road Authority in the

carriageway layout, as used in Sweden.

movement in and out of private accesses

Republic in the development of road

Targeting a 9 kilometre stretch of single

to left-in and left-out only, could prevent

safety programmes for 2005 and

10 accidents, and produce accident

2006.

carriageway, with over fifty junctions and
private accesses along its length, the case
study conducted by NRA showed that the

Communications
The first publication of results attracted
enormous media and public interest.

savings of m2.3 million, an overall saving
of m1 million, over the first 5 years of
operation.

An updated risk map will be published
in 2007/2008.

Such a scheme
would also have
a positive effect
on the section’s
overall

EuroRAP

Star Rating Roads

The influential report, showing road

risk rating. Were it

Pilot work on Star Rating is planned

sections on which targets should be

to be awarded a star

for late 2005. Work is currently being

established, is currently being used in

rating, the 2+1 layout was predicted to

undertaken in selecting higher risk road

both RoI and NI in setting priorities for

improve the rating from a 2-star, to a 3-

sections on which the first inspections

action.

star rating, with the biggest improvement

will be conducted. Results may be

gained from the reduction in head-on

published in early 2006.

collisions. Evaluation of schemes are to
be conducted periodically as part of the
wider EuroRAP programme.

Following pilot work, a long-term
programme of inspections may be
developed.
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ITALY
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

EuroRAP network:

Motorways and main roads

EuroRAP road sections:

615 (latest data period 2001-2003)

Length of EuroRAP network:

15,950km (30% of the network total)
National roads: 9,700km Motorways: 6,250km of which:
3-lanes: 1,240km
2-lanes: 4,839km
Mixed: 169km

Deaths /100k population:

11.7

Contribution of major accident types to
total on EuroRAP network:

Head-ons: 4%
Junctions: 24%

Year of EuroRAP membership:

2004

Run-offs: 22%
Pedestrians/cyclists: 1%

2-lane national road with
well-designed, clearly signed
junctions

• Italy has one of the highest levels of car ownership in Europe along with the highest
average distance travelled.
• Despite an improving road safety record, it has the highest number of road deaths
in Europe, after Germany. Road accidents resulting in injury have steadily increased
since 1970 from 173,000 to over 220,000 per year, whilst fatalities have steadily
decreased, from 11,000 to 6,500.
• Italy’s National Road Safety Plan aims to cut deaths by 40% by the year 2010
– saving 3,000 lives every year.

Italy

• Priorities outlined in the plan include road safety measures for high-risk roads, road
safety in urban areas and protection for vulnerable road-users.
• In an effort to reach the EU target of 50% fewer deaths by 2010, the Government
introduced a penalty point system for driving licences in July 2003. This had an
immediate impact – with 21% fewer deaths, 22% fewer accidents and 25% fewer
injuries in the first three months on motorways and rural roads.

Single carriageway national
road with dangerous side
junctions

• In the last 6 months of 2003, road accidents reduced by 12%, and accident-related
fatalities by 20%. In real numbers, 724 lives were saved in this short period.

Performance Tracking
Every year ACI publishes ‘Localizzazione degli incidenti stradali’ detailing and
examining the location of road accidents on Italy’s motorways and main national
road network. Data underlying these analyses has been available on CD-Rom since
1996.

Single carriageway and 2-lane
national roads are heavily
trafficked by goods vehicles

Results of performance tracking on the Italian EuroRAP network were published
for the first time in 2003. Analysis showed that between the periods 1999-2001
and 2001-2003 six per cent of road sections had shown an improvement in the
number of accidents, 18% had got worse and 21% had stayed the same. The
figures were treated with some caution since the pattern of findings could partly be
explained by the recent introduction of more stringent recording of accidents.
Performance tracking will continue on an annual basis, with updated results covering
the period 2002-2004 published in December 2005.

Partners
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Single carriageway and 2-lane
national road with good side
barriers

Risk Mapping
Density maps of the Italian motorway
and main road network, showing
separately the number of accidents per
kilometre and the number of fatalities
per kilometre, have been produced
annually since 2003. The latest maps,
produced in 2004, show that 3-lane
motorways in the vicinity of city centres
in Milan, Rome and Naples have
the highest density. These sections
typically carry high levels of vehicles all
year round and suffer problems with
snow, rain, and fog during the winter
months.
The density of road accident fatalities
on main roads mirror this trend, with
the majority of high density sections
concentrated in the north of the
country.
Updated

density

maps

for

the

motorway and main road network
will be published in December 2005,
covering the period 2002-2004.
The production of maps to EuroRAP
protocols

has

proved

extremely

challenging, due to the quality and

Italy

availability of data. For example,
information collected at the scene of
an accident does not currently include

Extending the
Programme

Communications
Italian results were launched at
the 1st International Road Safety
Exhibition in Verona in October 2003.
The high profile event was attended
by a wide international audience
including local and international
road authorities, engineers, police,
transport professionals and the
general public.
Promoting the results as an essential
source of safety information, ACI
presented density maps showing
fatality and accident rates for the
motorway and national road network.
Provinces with the highest and
lowest number of fatalities were
also identified. The results received
widespread media coverage, with
articles in all major Italian newspapers
and internet news sites, estimated at
100 million person contacts.
This success was repeated one year
on at the 2nd International Road
Safety Exhibition held in Rimini in
November 2004.

data relating to injury severity. Although
this is held by the road authority, it is
not currently possible to link this to

Contribution of major accident types,

specific accidents at the national

and vehicle involvement:

Analysis is

level. As a result the Italian EuroRAP

being extended to include details of the

programme is limited to the exploration

contribution of major accident types

of all injury accidents.

to the total on the EuroRAP network.
Recent work has shown that nose-to-tail
accidents on motorways account for the
highest percentage at 38%, followed by
collisions at junctions (24%), run-offs
(22%), collisions with obstacles (9%),
head-on collisions (4%) and collisions
involving pedestrians (1%). Analysis of the
contribution of vehicle types shows that

The lack of complete and recent
information on traffic flow makes
it currently impossible to produce
EuroRAP risk maps showing the
number of accidents per billion vehicle
kilometres. However, a traffic census
on national roads is planned for 2006
and ACI is continuing negotiations with

cars account for the highest proportion at

Italian motorway agency AISCAT for the

76%, followed by goods vehicles (12%),

provision of data suitable for EuroRAP

and powered two-wheelers (11%).

analysis.

Extension of analysis to provincial
roads:

Analysis is being extended to

provincial roads in addition to using
blackspot analysis to identify specific
areas of concern. Results are expected
in 2007.
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NETHERLANDS
EuroRAP Factfile

EuroRAP network:

Motorways, provincial roads and major local authority roads

EuroRAP road sections:

1,075 (latest data period 1999-2001)

Length of EuroRAP network:

10,000km (8% of network total)
Motorway: 3,100km
Single: 4,400km
Dual: 3,000km

Deaths /100k population:	6.4
Year of EuroRAP membership:

Road Design

Warning signs advise road-users of
hazards – trees, narrow paths – and the
need to moderate speed

2002

• The Dutch road safety record is, together with Britain and Sweden, the best in
Europe.
• Historically road safety has been a high priority on the political agenda. Policy has
been well supported by focused programmes resulting in a continual downward
trend in road accident fatalities, although serious injuries have remained relatively
constant.

Netherlands

• Large discrepancies exist in fatality and serious injury rates on different road
classes. Despite carrying 30% of traffic flow, motorways are the safest roads,
accounting for just 8% of fatalities. Urban roads have accident rates almost 7
times as high.

The new design philosophy of ‘self
explaining’ roads aims to address
complex junctions

• Whilst motorisation has increased by a factor of 19 since 1950, the death rate
has decreased by a factor of 20.
• In order to meet the long-term road safety policy goals laid down in the 1980s
the Dutch Government launched the comprehensive “Sustainable Safety”
programme in the early 1990’s, encompassing the themes “More kilometres,
less accidents” and “Ambitious but attainable”.

Median and side barriers offer
protection on motorways

• The initial targets were a 50% reduction in fatalities and a 40% reduction in injury
accidents over the period 1986 to 2010. These goals are currently under review
following a 19% reduction in fatalities in 2004 alone.
• The first step of the strategy has been the reclassification of the existing road
network and the adaptation of road infrastructure to accommodate the concept
of a forgiving, self-explaining road. Alongside this, special attention is being paid
to enforcement, legislation, information and education campaigns.
• Measures implemented during the first two years of the programme include the
expansion of 30km/h zones in urban areas, 60km/h zones in rural areas, priority
at all intersections along urban arterials, priority control at roundabouts, and
priority to cyclists approaching from the right.

Rural roads are typically
narrow and winding

Partners

Tree-lined roads offer no protection
against run-off accidents
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Risk Mapping
The first EuroRAP risk rate map for the
Netherlands was produced in 2002
covering

the

period

1999-2001.

Including over 10,000 kilometres of
the national road network, the map
illustrates the risk to the individual
road user in terms of the number of
fatal and serious accidents per billion
vehicle kilometres.
Compared to risk maps from other
EuroRAP

countries,

that

for

the

Netherlands shows a much safer
picture, because the network is largely
motorway or dual carriageway - having
very few high-risk (black) and mediumhigh risk (red) sections. In fact 71 per
cent of the sections rated received a
risk rating of low (dark green).
An updated risk map will be published
in Spring 2006.
ANWB and its partners are currently
exploring the development of advanced
EuroRAP mapping, using a combination
showing how well roads of a similar
type perform. This potential accident
savings map will illustrate the number
of accidents for every kilometre that
could be saved if accident numbers on
roads of a similar type were brought to
the average.

Communications
The Dutch Government received a special EuroRAP award in 2003 in recognition
of its outstanding national publication on accident data. Judged best out of 10
European entries, the publication was rated as being interesting, readable and
easily accessible to foreign researchers on the subject. The picture below shows
the prize being presented by Guido van Woerkom, CEO of ANWB on behalf of
EuroRAP to Houko Luikens, Chief Engineering Director of the Advisory Service for
Traffic and Transport (AVV).

Netherlands
Ireland

of accident density maps and those

Star Rating Roads
Following negotiations with the police,
Transport

Research

Institute,

and

members of the Dutch Ministry, ANWB
and its partners are currently developing
a pilot Star Rating programme in the
Netherlands.
In order to raise public awareness and
professional support for the national
EuroRAP programme the results will be
presented at a high-profile international
conference in the Hague in 2006.
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NORWAY
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

• NAF (Norges Automobil Forbund) became a member of EuroRAP in 2003.
• Approximately 300 people in Norway lose their lives in road accidents each
year and more than 1,400 are seriously injured.
• A major Government objective is to improve road safety, and both the
Government and NAF have adopted the concept of Vision Zero.
• Norway’s Road Safety Strategy states that “a vision of no road fatalities or road
accidents causing lifelong injury is set for the long-term road safety effort”.

A line of paint offers no
crash protection

• A key goal is to reduce road deaths to 150 by the year 2010.
• Amongst the measures implemented towards achieving this goal are the removal
of roadside hazards, improved bends, rumbled centre lines, the provision of
safe crossings for pedestrians and cyclists, improved winter operations and a
greater number of road safety audits for new schemes.
• In common with many countries, the number of road fatalities has been reduced
by almost half, and the number of serious injuries by two-thirds, since 1970.

Concrete central barriers on high
speed carriageways protect
oncoming vehicles

Norway

• Head-on collisions account for the highest number of fatalities per accident.

A single carriageway with good
median separation but unprotected
objects along the roadside

High risk
High-medium
Medium
Low-medium
Low

Wire rope barriers and wide
median strips are used on
many motorways

Risk Mapping
Accident density maps, road inspections
and blackspot analysis are well developed
tools that have been used by the Norwegian
road authorities for over a decade. This
information is a dynamic tool that is updated
whenever changes or improvements to

Collisions with moose are a
common hazard in Norway

the network are implemented and used
to predict when and where accidents will
occur.
In Norway, risk mapping and performance
tracking have not yet been prepared to the
EuroRAP protocols to enable international
benchmarking and assist in identifying best
practice.
Map courtesy of the Norwegian Road Administration
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Partners

Magne Revheim, President, Norges Automobile-Forbund,
Norway
“In the past, authorities have found it easier to point to human driving
errors as the cause of accidents. Concerns about legal liability or
budgets required to put roads right, made this a natural reaction. But
professional and legal attitudes are changing as the standards already
applied in factory, rail or air safety finally migrate to roads.”

Sebastià Salvadó, President, RACC, Spain
“EuroRAP has enabled us for the first time to benchmark properly
serious injuries and deaths on Spanish roads, and to compare this
with the safety levels of the best performing European countries. It
is also remarkable that, during 2005-2006, the RACC will conduct
the first independent safety inspections on the Spanish primary road
network, and this will allow our road administrations to identify critical
shortcomings of safety elements. The mass action programmes can
solve these problems and benefit all road-users.”

Juan Luis Huidobro, President, RACE, Spain
“It is essential to identify risky road sections to highlight improvements
that reduce the numbers of accidents as well as their severity. That’s
the key to acting efficiently on road design, and that is exactly
EuroRAP’s aim – publicising the safety of European roads to encourage
all partners involved to work in the same team. EuroRAP has got public
awareness of the important role that motoring organisations, roadusers, vehicle designers and public authorities can play together.”

Maria Spetz, Managing Director, Motormännens
Riksförbund, Sweden
“EuroRAP is a tremendous tool in the hands of European traffic safety
stakeholders. It creates a common ground for setting goals for an
efficient reduction of road accidents resulting in death and serious
injury, and has already been established as a significant force to make
Zero Vision come true.”

Photo by: Elisabeth Ohlson-Wallin

Edgar Schorderet, President, TCS, Switzerland
“The goals in road safety, a 50% reduction of casualties and serious
injuries before the year 2010, can only be achieved if investment and
maintenance of the road infrastructure is at least maintained at the
present level. EuroRAP is the bridge-builder between all the involved
administrations and the interests of the road-users and consumers. The
Swiss national EuroRAP programme constitutes a major contribution
to the current political debates in Switzerland on the future of road
infrastructure as well as the achievement of the road safety goals.”

SPAIN
EuroRAP Factfile
EuroRAP network:

Motorways, expressways & national roads, plus local
roads in Catalonia and Basque Country

EuroRAP road sections:

1,092 (latest data period 2001-2003)

Length of EuroRAP network:
20,660km (10% of network total)
		
Motorway: 4,565km
		
Expressway and other dual: 2,314km
		
Single: 13,780km
						
Deaths/100k population:
12.8
Year of EuroRAP membership:

Road Design

Double roadside barriers can
protect all road-users

2003

• Road safety in Spain is amongst the worst in Europe.
• The strategic plan for traffic safety sets the target of a 40% reduction in fatalities
between 2004 and 2008.

Unprotected lampposts are a
real problem

• Apart from the Spanish national road safety programme, the various autonomous
regions have their own regional road safety strategies.
• In 2004, results and wider aims of the Spanish national EuroRAP programme
were presented to the Traffic Safety Commission of the Spanish Parliament and
used to question central Government on countermeasures being undertaken to
address the poor road safety record.

Spain

• EuroRAP Risk Mapping shows that 60% of fatalities occur on secondary roads.
• Motorways are on average more than twice as safe as single carriageway roads.
In the latest EuroRAP results:
• 39% of single carriageway sections with at-grade junctions were rated high or
medium-high risk

Well-designed roundabouts are
a good solution to avoid brutal
side impacts

• 76% dual carriageway sections with grade-separated junctions were rated low or
low-medium risk
• 40% of single carriageway sections were rated high or medium-high risk,
compared to only 7% for dual carriageways.

Rigid objects at the side of the
road need protection

Performance Tracking
Despite a poor safety record, preliminary analysis from the Spanish national
EuroRAP programme has shown that the situation is improving. In the first data
period covering the three years between 1999-2001, 36% of sections were
categorised as high-risk. This dropped to 29% in 2001-2003. In the same period,
low and low-medium risk roads increased from 34% to 40%.

Unprotected trees are a major
source of injury in run-off
accidents

Performance tracking will be undertaken for the first time in 2005 with the results
published in a national launch later in the year. Analysis of fatal and serious accidents
between 1999-2001 and 2002-2004 will identify roads that have shown an
improvement over time and those which have remained higher risk.

Partners
Grade-separated junctions and
merging exit lanes ease traffic
flow on motorways
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Risk Mapping
Spanish Risk Mapping began in 2002
with the production of a pilot risk map
for Catalonia – the first time that such
information had been made publicly
available.
Progressively, the Spanish EuroRAP
programme has been extended to cover
the complete road network, including over
20,600km of the national system.
In 2003 the first map illustrating risk on
the Spanish RCE (Carreteras del Estado)
was published. The most dangerous
region was found to be Galicia, with 52%
of road sections in the area categorised
as high (black) or medium-high (red) risk.
Examination of results by province showed
Pontevedra, Lugo, Asturias and Burgos to
have the highest risk overall.

Spain

In 2004, further developments were
made with the publication of both an
accident density map and updated risk
map – the first time national EuroRAP
results had been launched using both
forms of information. The meaning of risk
was not well understood by the Spanish
public and density maps were used to
explain how road administrations set
priorities for action and the connection
between high traffic flows and high
accident numbers.
In 2005 mapping will be extended to
the Navarra and Basque regions.

Communications
EuroRAP has helped raise road
safety toward the top of the political
agenda in Spain.
National results were launched
in September 2003 and October
2004, with simultaneous events
in Madrid, Barcelona, Galicia and
Valencia. Widespread coverage in
the printed and televised media
resulted in an estimated 24 million
person contacts.
In May 2004, a technical workshop
for road engineers was held in
Valencia in conjunction with RACC,
RACE and the Asocición Española
de las Carreteras. The event was
attended by 200 delegates and
included presentations on EuroRAP
methodologies and protocols,
along with progress reports from
active EuroRAP countries.

Extending the
Programme
To raise the issue of protection for
motorcyclists

on

Spanish

roads,

analysis of fatal and serious accidents
involving bikers will be undertaken

Star Rating Roads

in 2005, supporting the aims of the
Spanish Transport Directorate who wish

The Spanish motoring clubs RACC

to highlight this serious road safety

and RACE, in partnership with the

issue. Results will be used to promote

Ministerio de Fomento, are currently

the improvement of safety fencing

implementing road inspections to the

specifically tailored to bikers’ needs.

EuroRAP Star Rating protocol. Results

RACC and RACE are also collaborating in

are expected in 2006.

the development of studies investigating

The findings will enable road planners

passive safety on roads – with special

to identify best practice designs and

interest in reducing the consequences of

elements that can ensure maximum

run-off accidents.

protection to road-users in future road

The extension of the Spanish EuroRAP

constructions.

network in the regions of Catalonia,

A secondary objective of this work is to

Basque and Navarra, a significant
proportion of which are rural roads with
poor design, allows an examination
of accidents specific to these types of
roads.

use the information to set priorities for
Mass Action measures that can reduce
accident severity across the Spanish
network.
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SWEDEN
EuroRAP Factfile

Road Design

EuroRAP network:

National road network

Factfile - EuroRAP road sections:

3,389 (latest data period 2003-2005)

Length of EuroRAP network:

8,540km (8% of the network total)

Deaths /100k population:	5.9
Contribution of major accident types to
total on EuroRAP network:

Head-ons: 9%
Junctions: 9%

Year of EuroRAP membership:

2003

Run-offs: 44%
Pedestrians/cyclists: 11%

Wired barriers are a cost-effective and
fast solution to separating traffic on
long stretches of single carriageway

• Sweden’s road safety record is amongst the best in the world.
• In 2004, 480 people lost their lives in road accidents, whilst 4,022 were
seriously injured.
• In-depth analysis of fatal accidents by the Swedish Road Administration shows
that in two-thirds of cases, the fatal crash is related to road design and speed.

Sweden

• In 1997, the Swedish Parliament adopted Vision Zero – with a long-term goal
of no fatal or serious road accidents.

2+1 road designs increase the
safety standard of single carriageways
to a level comparable to motorways

• The interim target for 2007 is a reduction of fatalities by 50%.
• Priority measures identified under the Vision Zero concept include safer
traffic in built-up areas – involving the separation of pedestrians, cyclists and
motorists – conversion of intersections into roundabouts, and reviewing speed
limits.
• Sweden’s safest roads are its motorways and roads designed to the new 2+1
configuration.

Partners

Risk Mapping

Only white lines separate oncoming
vehicles on a stretch of the E20
between Stockholm and Gothenburg

The first risk map for Sweden was published
in 2002.
Due to the low number
of fatal and serious accidents
on the national road network,
the map used information
over a 9 year data period
between 1990
and 1998.
An updated version of
the map is expected
to be published
in 2006.
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Steep slopes and short
barriers will not prevent
run-off accidents

Communications
National launches in 2002, 2004 and
2005 have been extremely effective in
communicating both the objectives of
the Swedish EuroRAP programme and
promoting the results as an essential
source of safety information. The
publication of results has repeatedly
received widespread national, regional
and local coverage, including TV, radio
and both online and printed media.
Results have also been targeted at
specific audiences. Motormännens
Riksförbund have used the findings to
make statements to the Government
highlighting concerns over investments
in safe road infrastructure compared
to that given to the railway system.
EuroRAP seminars aimed at regional
experts from the road administration
have also been organised to rally
support and advance the safety

Star Rating Roads
Sweden was the first to begin and
publish a programme of Star Rating
based on the EuroRAP RPS protocol.
Using a specially equipped Toyota Hiace
loaned to the programme from Toyota
Sweden, inspections started in October
2003 and covered 1,000km of the
national road network, concentrating on
two main roads between Stockholm and
Gothenburg. Pilot results were launched
in February 2004, and proved to be of
great interest to the media, professionals
and the public alike.
Inspections continued in 2004 with the
addition of data for a further 7,090km.
Results for 3,780km in the south of the
country were launched in December of
that year, whilst 3,310km in the north
were launched in February 2005.
Amongst the sections inspected, the E4
north of Jönköping going north to Gränna
was one of the safest, awarded the
highest possible 4-stars, whilst the E20
close to Vårgårda received just 1-star.

Overall 39% of the sections inspected
received 1-star, 44% 2-stars, and
30% 3-stars. Twenty-one per cent
received a 4-star rating, all of which
were motorways and roads designed to
the 2+1 configuration. Tourist routes
to mountainous regions in central and
northern Sweden were rated as being
most dangerous.
Of particular significance in the Swedish
programme has been the finding that a
correlation exists between the number
and location of fatal accidents and the
Star Rating awarded to particular road
sections. Sections with a high number of
fatalities generally received a poor Star
Rating.
During 2005 the remainder of the
National Road Network (995km) has
been inspected along with a selection of
roads with high traffic flows and of public
interest. The updated map, shown below,
will be launched in December 2005.

programme further.
In 2004, a Swedish website (www.
eurorap.se) dedicated to the national

Sweden

programme was launched, focusing on
the communication of key messages
to the media and general public.

Extending the
Programme
The Star Rating programme has seen
increasing support from regional
and local road authorities and is an
important tool in road safety, providing
valuable input to the planning of
improvements to the road network.
The huge potential for results to be
used in building public acceptance
for road safety improvements has
been recognised, with results being
used as the basis for setting speed
limits nationally.
The Swedish Road Administration is
currently developing a speed limit
strategy based on the Star Rating
method and results suggesting that
speed limits beyond 110km/h should
not be applied unless the road has
achieved a 4-star rating or above.
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SWITZERLAND
EuroRAP Factfile

Extending the
Programme

EuroRAP network:

Motorways (Nationalstrassen) and major roads (including
principal mountain roads) (Haupstrassen)

Key targets in the development and

EuroRAP road sections:

345 (latest data period 1997-2002)

are to establish an annual schedule of

Length of EuroRAP network:

Motorways: 1,907km
Dual: 1,873km
Other dual (2x3 lanes): 34km Single: 4,615km
						
Deaths /100k population:	7.5

Year of EuroRAP membership:

growth of the Swiss EuroRAP programme
updating and publishing risk maps. In
addition to extending the network under
analysis, density maps will be produced in
order to explore how best to communicate
the safety message to key stakeholders.

2003

Alongside this will be improvements to
the reliability of data, with an emphasis

• Switzerland is amongst the safest countries in the world in terms of road safety.

Switzerland

• Despite a 100% increase in traffic volume and a 19% increase in the population
since the 1970’s, road accident related deaths and serious injuries have
continuously reduced to around one-third.

on gaining accurate traffic flows and the
precision of information on the main
accident types. More specific analysis of
accidents involving motorcyclists will also
be undertaken.

• Above average reductions in casualties and serious injuries have been achieved
amongst moped riders, pedestrians and car drivers, whilst the reduction
amongst cyclists and motorcyclists has been below average.

It is hoped that the Swiss programme will

• Part of this reduction is the result of a comprehensive package of road safety
measures including the introduction of speed limits to the entire network, the
creation of a dense motorway network, traffic calming in urban areas and the
provision of footpaths and cycle tracks.

reached if authorities are ready to invest

• From 2003 to 2004 the Swiss Federal Roads Authority (FEDRO) has managed
a participating process including over 80 specialists in five working groups with
the aim of redefining the vision, goals, strategy and measures to be applied for
a new road traffic safety policy - ‘Via Sicura’
• The Swiss Government considers road safety to be an important contribution to
sustainable development and aims, with Via Sicura, to reduce the number of
deaths and serious injuries by at least 50% by 2010 – to 300 casualties and
3,000 serious injuries. This goal represents a reduction of 8.5% in casualties
and 9.7% in serious injuries every year.

result in the permanent monitoring of the
road network, underlining the need for
forgiving roads - a target that can only be
in comprehension, improvement and
maintenance of road facilities. The resolve
to do so is currently being threatened
by major cuts in the road improvement
budget to the tune of CHF500million
(e320million).
At a time when the reduction of deaths
and serious injuries is a major Government
target, the Swiss EuroRAP programme
provides an empirical tool devoted to
the safety of all road-users. TCS will use
the results to advocate to Government
the need to safeguard the safety of the
network as a whole.

• Surveys reveal that 65% of the Swiss population support a new road traffic safety
policy.

Partners

Road Design

Safety on the motorway
network is good
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Run-off accidents are common on the
major road network, with unprotected
trees, road-signs and trenches being
common features

Communications

Unfallraten auf Schweizer Hauptstrassen*, 1997-2002
Hauptstrassen
Risiko

To avoid possible conflict with existing

Hoch
(6)
Mittel bis hoch (19)
Mittel
(66)
Gering bis mittel (137)
Gering
(12)

safety audit programmes in Switzerland,
briefing sessions were held with local
and national road administrations
as part of the wider national launch.
Results were presented to authorities
responsible for the national road
network in December 2004 before
the information entered the public
domain.
Publication of the results in January

0

2005 attracted widespread media

30
km

interest with more than 50 articles
featured
Quellen: Daten: BFS, ASTRA, Strassenverkehrsämter
Grafiken: MicroPost, MicroDrive, MicroGIS, PD 2005

* inkl. wichtigen Verkehrsachsen (z.B. Bergstrassen)

in

national

and

local

newspapers and coverage on both TV
and radio. Results were also featured
in a 2-page article in TCS’s member

Unfallraten auf Schweizer Nationalstrassen*, 1997-2002

magazine, distributed to 1.5 million

Autobahn

people.

Risiko

Mittel bis hoch
(2)
Mittel
(5)
Gering bis mittel
(65)
Gering
(33)
Ungenügende Angaben (20)

Following the launch, briefing sessions
were held in February 2005, presenting
the findings and wider aims and
objectives of the programme to local
road administrations throughout the

Switzerland

26 cantons.

Star Rating Roads
0

30

Pilot testing for a national Star

km

Rating programme was conducted
in
* Autobahnähnliche Abschnitte, welche nicht offiziell zum Nationalstrassennetz gehören, wurden in die Nationalstrassen miteinbezogen (J18, T10, J20, Aargau...)

Quellen: Daten: BFS, ASTRA, Strassenverkehrsämter
Grafiken: MicroPost, MicroDrive, MicroGIS, PD 2005

December

kilometres

2004

including

on

130

the

A4:

Winterthur-Schauffhausen-Bargen;

Risk Mapping
EuroRAP maps concentrating on roads
of national importance were published
in January 2005, marking the first
study of this kind in Switzerland. Using
data taken from the Swiss Federal
Statistical Office, separate risk maps
were produced for the Haupstrassen
(major roads and main roads - including
cantonal roads and principal roads
through mainly mountainous areas), and
Nationalstrassen (motorways), covering
a total length of 6,440km.
The maps showed that safety on the
motorway network is good with only 2
of the 105 sections analysed rated as
medium-high risk (red), and 5 as medium
risk (yellow). In comparison, safety on
the national road network is lower, with
6 of the 240 sections categorised as
high-risk, and a further 19 as medium-

high risk. Run-off accidents are
particularly pertinent on these sections
with unprotected trees, road signs and
trenches being common features.
TCS is currently developing density
maps showing the number of fatal
and serious accidents per kilometre
and expect to launch these alongside
updated risk maps in 2006.
Differences in the availability and
quality of data for the Swiss networks
mean that maps combining different
road types are difficult to compile
accurately. Compared to the relatively
good standard of data for the motorway
network, that for the non-motorway
network is far less precise. Reliability
is particularly poor for the districts of
Geneva, Vaud, Zurich, Tessin, Obwald
and Glaris.

A52: Zurich-Hinwill; A53: BruttisellenWetzikon-Jona; and N1: WinterthurFrauenfeld-Kreuzlingen.
Using the specially-equipped vehicle
and trained inspectors used by ADAC
in their own Star Rating programme,
further inspections are due to be
conducted in Autumn 2005 through
to 2006. These will concentrate on
road sections categorised as medium,
medium-high and high-risk, covering
around 80km of motorways and
1,760km of major and main roads.
Results are expected to be published
in 2006.
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NEW STARTERS
Belgium
Factfile
• TCB have been a member of EuroRAP since 2003.
• Road safety in Belgium has improved considerably over the last 30 years – latest
statistics show that since 1970, serious injuries have fallen by one-third and deaths
by over half.
• The Belgian Government aims to cut deaths and serious injuries by 50% by 2010,
with an interim target of 33% by 2006.
• Road safety policy is distributed between the federal and regional governments –
Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels – and is highly decentralised.
• Each of the three regions manages the road network (motorways and main roads) in
its own territories, whilst municipalities are in charge of other roads.
• Mobility management is a regional matter whilst traffic rules are part of the federal
competencies. Policies regarding enforcement of traffic rules are decided partially on
a federal level and partially on a regional (and even on a local) level.
• Due to the differing methodologies adopted by each Government, the publication of

Belgium

an all-Belgian risk map to EuroRAP protocols is extremely difficult.
• The availability and comparison of up-to-date accident data is also an issue in setting
up a national EuroRAP programme, with information for the year 2002 being the most
recent available in 2005.
• Despite these issues, EuroRAP in Belgium is keen to begin work and is making
excellent progress in establishing contacts with the federal and regional Governments.
Partnerships have been established with federations, research institutes, and other
parties to discuss where EuroRAP sits alongside existing road safety policies.
• The national EuroRAP programme will begin later in 2005 with a nationwide campaign
highlighting the condition of Belgian roads.
• A pilot programme is expected to begin in 2006.
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Partners

NEW STARTERS
Croatia

Partners

Factfile
• HAK became a member of EuroRAP in 2005.
• In Croatia, there are 14 deaths per 100,000 population on the roads - slightly more
than Western Europe.
YEAR

Number of fatalities/

Number of fatalities/

100.000 inhabitants

100.000 vehicles

1996	

15.07	71.47

1997	

14.92	62.51

1998

13.50	52.03

1999

13.84	50.01

2000

13.69	46.75

2001

14.60	43.42

2002

14.10

39.90

2003

15.90

35.80

2004	

13.80

34.70

• The number of road accident fatalities has been decreasing year-on-year, with

YEAR

Number
of
Drivers
		

Number
Total
of
Traffic
Vehicle
Flow
Accidents

Accidents
Total
Serious

Slight

Deaths

1996	

1 526 667	 1 008 878	59 420

16 182	4736	

11 446	721

1997	

1 628 919 1 142 201	61 685	

16 234	4560

11 674	714

1998

1 701 446	 1 241 522	67 922

18 118	4455	

13 663	646

1999

1 753 749 1 323 653	68 798

18 103	4173

13 930	662

2000

1 801 817	 1 401 010	73 387	

20 501	4497	

16 004	655

2001

1 857 292 1 494 745	

22 093	4604	

17 489	647

81 911

Croatia

significant declines seen in 2004 and 2005.

2002

1 920 321 1 571 775	

86 611

23 923	4477	

19 446	627

2003

1 964 406	 1 677 248

92 102

26 153	4878

21 275	701

2004	

2 011 490 1 755 107	76 540

24 271	4395	

19 876	608

• Croatia has seen a rapid rise in motorisation, with car ownership levels and the
number of cars sold doubling in the last decade, and traffic flow increasing by 10%
per year.
• Croatia plans to develop a high-quality road network and has embarked on an
ambitious road development plan. Between 1990 and 2001 the motorway network
grew by 1,560km, extraordinary for a country with just under 4.5 million inhabitants.
In comparison, only 360km were added to the motorway network of the UK (with a
population just over 60 million) in the same period.
• The development of the national EuroRAP programme has been initiated by the
motoring club HAK which is currently engaging the support of the Ministry of the
Interior and locating relevant sources of accident and traffic data.
• A pilot programme is expected to begin in 2006.
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NEW STARTERS
Czech Republic
Factfile
• UAMK became a member of EuroRAP in 2005.
• Per head of population, two and a half times more people die annually on the roads of
the Czech Republic compared to Western Europe – since 2004 this figure has steadily
decreased.
• Drivers in the Czech Republic are not well disciplined – with seat-belt compliance,
particularly on urban roads, being a major problem.
• Both experts and politicians link the poor accident rate record to a rapid growth
in motorisation and broader individual freedom leading to little awareness of road
accident related risks amongst road-users.
• Faced with the enormous increase in road accidents and the severity of their
consequences, the Czech Ministry of Transport created a new Road Safety Strategy
in 2001. Following the lead set by the EU Road Safety Action Plan, the strategy has
set a goal of halving its road deaths by 2010.

Czech Republic

• Specific areas mentioned in the plan include the wide implementation of traffic
calming in urban areas, an increase in the use of speed enforcement, and the
improvement of visibility at junctions.
• The Czech Minister of Transport has repeatedly and publicly stated that road safety is
one of the Government’s highest priorities and recent years have seen an increasing
willingness amongst politicians to become involved in road safety issues.
• The state budget contains no special fund or grant system to finance road safety
projects.
• 30% of road accident fatalities in the Republic involve a vulnerable road user. May
2003 marked the ‘Year of Protection of Vulnerable Road Users’ by the Minister of
the Interior.
• The motoring organisation UAMK is working alongside the Police and Ministry of
Transport in order to establish support and the availability of data sources amongst
potential partners in a national EuroRAP programme.
• A pilot programme is expected to begin in 2005.
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Partners

NEW STARTERS
Slovakia

Partners

Slovakia

Factfile
• SATC became a member of EuroRAP in 2005.
• Road safety in Slovakia has improved over the previous decade, owing much

to the improvement in road infrastructure. However more people died in 2004
than during the period 2001-2003.
• Slovakia has no specific road safety programme.
• Road safety issues are currently split between the Ministry of Transport and

the Interior Ministry. The Ministry of Transport are pushing for a single post to
ensure greater co-ordination of security measures on Slovak roads.
• The development of the national EuroRAP programme has been initiated by the

motoring club SATC, which is currently engaging the support of the Police and
Ministry of Transport in order to begin work on feasibility studies.
• A pilot programme is expected to begin in 2006.

Slovenia

Partners

Factfile
• AMZS has been a member of EuroRAP since 2003.
• Slovenia has a high level of car ownership and a per capita death rate typical

of Western Europe.
• Each year some 8,000 people are killed or injured in traffic accidents.
• Road construction and technical improvements to vehicles in the last few years

have been important factors behind the gradual improvement in road safety.
Nevertheless, traffic safety in Slovenia is a serious problem.
• Slovenia experienced its first motorisation boom in the early 1970s with the

Slovenia

number of vehicles increasing fourfold by the mid 1990s. Although modernised,
the road infrastructure was not able to adequately cope with the needs of the
increased traffic, and road safety seriously worsened as a consequence.
• Despite constituting just 2% of the public road network, motorways and

expressways carry 24% of road traffic. An ambitious programme of national
motorway construction was initiated in the early 1970s to establish a modern
national and international infrastructure.
• Slovenia approved a Road Safety Plan in 2002 with a target of reducing road

accident fatalities by 50% by the year 2005. It has now adopted Vision Zero
with a target of no road deaths or serious injuries.
• Of prime importance in the plan are improving road infrastructure through

systematic safe design in urbanised areas, construction of pedestrian and
cycling facilities, roundabouts and traffic calming, the elimination of accident
blackspots, and ensuring regular and effective maintenance.
• National roads account for around 70% of all road fatalities. 8% occur on

motorways, over 40% on major trunk roads, 20% on regional roads, 10% on
local roads, 11% on urban roads and 7% on unclassified roads.
• A pilot programme is expected to begin in 2006.
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Contacts
National Programme Contacts
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Roads Service Northern Ireland
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www.anwb.nl

		

AVV

servicedesk@avv.rws.minvenw.nl

Norway

NAF

www.naf.no

Slovakia

SATC

www.satc.sk

Slovenia

AMZS

www.amzs.si

Spain

RACC
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eurorap@racc.es

		

RACE

www.race.es

eurorap@race.es

Sweden

M
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Almost all of us know someone who has been killed in a road crash.
In the last decade alone, half a million Europeans have been killed on
our roads. This reservoir of human suffering rarely surfaces in the media
– each personal tragedy is endured by the few involved.
In countries where road traffic law is generally respected, however
imperfectly, the research now consistently shows that safer roads can
save more lives than safer vehicles or safer road-user behaviour. The
need for safer drivers and vehicles is well understood - the need for
safer roads is not.
EuroRAP helps to show the public and road authorities where risky roads
are and what best practice exists to put them right, preventing crashes
and making those that do happen survivable. EuroRAP’s three protocols
of Risk Mapping, Performance Tracking, and Star Rating align well with
those seeking self-explaining and forgiving roads.
In 2001, pilot EuroRAP results were available for just four countries.
Now, only a few years later, this report describes work done, planned, or
in hand in nearly 20 countries – from Arctic to Mediterranean.
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